
Sunlight on the Bayfield River



Cabinet framework stripped



Nosing for the stairs (upper level)



Original brick hearth



Finish paint in the back hallway



Closet doors have their handles



Boards from an upstairs partition



I’m supposed to make a cabinet 
using this board!



“Did Not Show” Miller just visiting!



Scribing a board to the brickwork



Fine view of original brickwork



Salt mountain being rebuilt at 
Vanastra for City of Toronto



Pantry opening trimmed



Waiting for the sun to move 



Groves Appliances arrive



Refrigerator arrives



Too tight a fit, adjustments needed



New oven arrives



Old cabinet front installed on new 
deeper cabinet frame



Top portion assembled, old shelves



Using bits & pieces from the old 
cabinet



Cabinet’s new home



Test fit the original doors



Mixing thinset for the hearth brick



Laying in the brick



Bradley does some finish painting



Finished hearth



Dave paints the exterior of the 
front entrance



Our workshop in the garage



We can hardly move around



Multiple work stations



Old shelves in new cabinet



Old boards used to deepen it



Old backboards cleaned up for use



Painted side will now be the back



Backboards are T&G so they must 
be installed as they were originally



Steve strips wood every night



Rescued T&G boards for the lower 
back portion of the cabinet



Line up the shelves in the original 
position



Put the backboards on the bottom



Ready to turn over



A.K. & Sons #59 cast hinges



2 ½” stamped on the back



Ready to face the bottom portion



Making the face from old trim



Set it in place



Test fit in the hole



Original upper doors set in place



A nap after lunch



I’ll make the doors from this 1860 
panel from a stone house



Modifying the bits



Dining room & front entrance doors



Front door finish painted



This is what Steve brought me



New/old lower door fitted



Why it’s “Matty”



Working on the security system



Lower doors fitted



Lower doors match doorway panels



Very neat latch 



Pin keeps it locked



Wheat pattern on the lampshade


